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We present measurements of elliptic flow (v2) of electrons from the decays of heavy-flavor hadrons103

(eHF) by the STAR experiment. For Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV we report v2, for104

transverse momentum (pT ) between 0.2 and 7 GeV/c, using three methods: the event plane method105

(v2{EP}), two-particle correlations (v2{2}), and four-particle correlations (v2{4}). For Au+Au106

collisions at
√
sNN = 62.4 and 39 GeV we report v2{2} for pT < 2 GeV/c. v2{2} and v2{4} are107

non-zero at low and intermediate pT at 200 GeV, and v2{2} is consistent with zero at low pT at108

other energies.The v2{2} at the two lower beam energies is systematically lower than at
√
sNN =109

200 GeV for pT < 1 GeV/c. This difference may suggest that charm quarks interact less strongly110

with the surrounding nuclear matter at those two lower energies compared to
√
sNN = 200 GeV.111

PACS numbers: 25.75.-q,25.75.Ld,25.75.Nq,25.75.Cj112

PRC version, January 29, 2017 I. INTRODUCTION113

Experiments of ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions114

aim to create deconfined strongly-interacting matter, a115
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Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP), and to study the QGP116

properties [1–4]. Heavy quarks (charm and bottom) pro-117

vide a unique probe of the QGP properties [5–7]: because118

their masses are large compared with the thermal en-119

ergy expected in heavy-ion collisions [8], they are mainly120

produced in interactions with high momentum transfer,121

very early in the heavy-ion collisions and they are ex-122

pected to interact with the QGP differently than light123

and strange quarks [9–12]. For example, the DGLV [12]124

theory successfully describes the observed light hadron125

quenching with gluon radiation alone, while additional126

collisional energy loss is required for charm and bottom127

quarks. Moreover, heavy quark production is sensitive128

to the dynamics of the nuclear medium created in the129

collisions [13]; measurements of their production and el-130

liptic flow v2 could be used to determine the fundamental131

properties of the QGP, such as transport coefficients (see,132

for instance, Ref. [14] and references therein). Electrons133

from the decays of heavy flavor hadrons (eHF) represent134

well the directions of the parent D (B) mesons when the135

transverse momentum (pT ) of the electron is pT > 1.5(3)136

GeV/c [15, 16]. Thus eHF v2 serves as a good proxy137

for heavy quark v2, particularly at high transverse mo-138

menta. At lower pT eHF still carries information about139

the parent meson v2, even though it is diluted by the140

decay kinematics [17].141

Heavy quark in-medium interactions have been studied142

both at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) and143

the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Energy loss is experi-144

mentally investigated by the nuclear modification factor145

RAA, which is defined as the yield in heavy-ion collisions146

divided by that in p+p scaled by the number of binary147

collisions. Both the STAR and PHENIX experiments re-148

ported a strong suppression of eHF production at high149

transverse momenta at mid-rapidity in central Au+Au150

collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV [18–20], relative to eHF151

produced in p+p collisions. No significant attenuation of152

the eHF yield was observed in d+Au collisions [19, 21].153

Moreover, the charmed meson RAA (measured via the154

full reconstruction of hadronic decay of D0) in central155

Au+Au collisions at that energy [22] shows a strong156

suppression for pT > 3 GeV/c. These results indicate157

that heavy quarks lose energy while traversing a dense158

strongly interacting medium created in heavy-ion colli-159

sions. The LHC experiments observed a similar situation160

in heavy-ion collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV: heavy flavor161

production (studied either via charmed mesons [23, 24],162

semi-leptonic decays of heavy flavor hadrons at forward163

rapidity [25], J/ψ from B-hadron decays [26] or b-flavored164

jets [27]) is suppressed in central Pb+Pb collisions com-165

pared to the p+p case. Furthermore, a non-zero, posi-166

tive elliptic flow of eHF and µHF was detected at the top167

RHIC [18, 20] energy and at the LHC [28, 29] at low and168

intermediate pT . Those data suggest a collective behav-169

ior of heavy quarks (mainly charm) with low transverse170

momenta. Charmed meson v2 measured at the LHC [30]171

and RHIC [31] supports this interpretation.172

One of the difficulties in interpretation of the v2 results173

is that various methods have different sensitivities to el-174

liptic flow fluctuations and to particle correlations not re-175

lated to the reaction plane, so-called non-flow. Jets and176

resonance decays are considered to be the most impor-177

tant sources of these non-flow correlations. In this paper,178

we present the STAR measurements of the eHF v2 using179

two- and four-particle correlations [32] (v2{2} and v2{4},180

respectively) and the event plane method (v2{EP}) [33]181

in Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV at RHIC. In182

the case of v2{2} and v2{EP}, there are positive con-183

tributions from both v2 fluctuations and non-flow (the184

event plane and two-particle correlation methods are ap-185

proximately equivalent [34]). When v2 is obtained with186

four-particle correlations (v2{4}), the fluctuations give a187

negative contribution and non-flow is suppressed. There-188

fore, v2{2} gives an upper limit, and v2{4} gives a lower189

limit, on elliptic flow [35].190

The heavy flavor nuclear modification factor and el-191

liptic flow at the top RHIC energy indicate that heavy192

quarks interact strongly with the QGP. RHIC Beam193

Energy Scan results show that elliptic flow of inclusive194

charged hadrons is approximately independent of beam195

energy in the range of 39-62.4 GeV (the difference is196

less than 10% for 0.5 < pT < 3 GeV/c) [36]. Current197

data on the eHF RAA and v2 in Au+Au collisions at198 √
sNN = 62.4 GeV are inconclusive about whether heavy199

quarks interact with a nuclear medium at that lower en-200

ergy as strongly as at
√
sNN = 200 GeV. We present new201

measurements of the eHF v2{2} in Au+Au collisions at202 √
sNN = 62.4 and 39 GeV. The eHF v2{2} at these ener-203

gies could provide information about the energy depen-204

dence of the strength of heavy quark interactions with a205

hot and dense nuclear medium.206

II. DATA ANALYSIS207

Three main STAR subsystems are used in this analy-208

sis: the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) [37], the Barrel209

Electromagnetic Calorimeter (BEMC) [38] and the Time-210

of-Flight (ToF) [39] detectors. These detectors provide211

tracking and particle identification.212

The data used in this analysis were obtained using213

minimum-bias and high-pT (so-called high tower [40])214

triggers. The minimum-bias trigger was defined as a215

coincidence signal in the east and west vertex position216

detectors (VPDs) [41] located 5.7 m from the interaction217

point, in the pseudo-rapidity range of 4.2 ≤ η ≤ 5.1.218

The high tower triggers required at least one BEMC219

tower passing a given transverse energy threshold. We220

used cascading triggers with thresholds of ∼ 2.6 GeV,221

∼ 3.5 GeV and ∼ 4.2 GeV. Collision centrality is deter-222

mined using the number of reconstructed tracks in the223

TPC within |η| < 0.5 [42]. Events with primary vertices224

located within ±30 cm of the TPC’s geometrical center225

along the beam direction and with 0-60% centrality are226

selected for the v2 measurement. The data samples used227

in this study are summarized in Tab. I. The number of228
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high tower events correspond to 6.34×109 minimum bias229

events within the analyzed centrality range.230

We select tracks with at least 20 points measured in231

the TPC and at least 52% of the maximum number of232

possible TPC points (which is 45 at midrapidity) to re-233

move split tracks (one track reconstructed as two or more234

in the TPC). The distance-of-closest-approach (DCA) in235

the three-dimensional space of a track to the collision ver-236

tex is required to be less than 1.5 cm, which corresponds237

to 3 standard deviations of the DCA distribution.238

Electrons are identified using the ionization energy loss239

(dE/dx) in the TPC, the time-of-flight in the ToF detec-240

tor and the energy deposited in BEMC towers. First, we241

select tracks with |η| < 0.7 and 0 < nσelectron < 3, where242

nσelectron is the number of standard deviations from the243

expected mean dE/dx for electrons in the TPC. The244

nσelectron cut was chosen to optimize the purity (to re-245

duce a potential systematic error due to hadron contam-246

ination) and the available statistics (which is crucial for247

the v2{4} measurement). For pT < 1 GeV/c, the velocity248

β measured in the ToF is used to reject kaons: we require249

|1 − 1/β| < 0.03 at 200 GeV, −0.03 < 1 − 1/β < 0.02250

at 62.4 GeV and −0.03 < 1 − 1/β < 0.01 at 39 GeV.251

Different cuts are used because of the slightly differ-252

ent ToF resolution at different energies [43]. To fur-253

ther enhance electron identification at 39 and 62.4 GeV,254

we impose a more stringent requirement on nσelectron255

(0 < nσelectron < 2) for these collision energies. In the256

pT range where the proton dE/dx band overlaps with the257

electron band (1 < pT < 1.5 GeV/c), we apply an addi-258

tional cut of |1−1/β| < 0.1 in order to reduce proton con-259

tamination. Finally, at pT > 1 GeV/c, we select tracks260

that have a momentum-to-energy ratio in the range of261

0.3 < pc/E < 2, where E is the energy of a single BEMC262

tower associated with a TPC track. The BEMC has a263

Shower Maximum Detector (SMD), which is a propor-264

tional gas chamber with strip readout at a depth of five265

radiation lengths designed to measure shower shapes and266

positions in the pseudorapidity - azimuthal angle (η−φ)267

plane, and used to discriminate between electrons and268

hadrons. In order to further improve the purity of the269

electron sample, we require tracks to occupy more than270

one strip in both φ and η SMD planes.271

Hadron contamination is estimated by first fitting a272

sum of Gaussian functions for charged hadrons and elec-273

trons to the nσelectron distribution in momentum bins,274

after applying all electron identification and track quality275

cuts, except the cut on nσelectron itself. Figure 1 shows276

examples of such fits for the 0.9 < p < 1 GeV/c and277

2 < p < 4 GeV/c bins for 62.4 GeV data. In Fig. 1(a),278

we also include a Gaussian for merged pions that arise279

from track merging due to the finite two-track resolution280

of the TPC; these have a dE/dx approximately two times281

larger than “regular” pions. Parameters of the Gaussian282

functions (mean and width) for each fit component are283

constrained using high-purity electron and hadron sam-284

ples. The parameters for electrons are fixed based on an285

electron sample from photon conversion in the detector286

material and the Dalitz decay of π0 and η mesons. These287

electrons were identified by selecting e+e− pairs with a288

low invariant mass (me+e− < 0.15 GeV/c
2
); we describe289

this procedure in the next paragraph.290

For hadrons, we use the ToF at low and intermediate291

momenta to select tracks with a mass close to the mass292

expected for that specific hadron. At p > 1.5 GeV/c,293

pions from K0
s decays are selected, which are identified294

via secondary vertex reconstruction. At high momenta a295

simplified fit model (three Gaussian functions: for elec-296

trons, pions and protons combined with kaons) describes297

the nσelectron distribution well (see Fig. 1(b)). To im-298

prove fitting in the ranges where the kaon and the proton299

dE/dx bands overlap with the electron band, we impose300

constraints on the hadron amplitudes: the amplitude of a301

Gaussian for a hadron is limited by the values determined302

outside of the crossing range, where hadron-electron sep-303

aration is feasible. The Gaussian fits in nσelectron bins304

are then used to calculate the hadron yields within the305

nσelectron range selected for the analysis. Purity is de-306

fined as a ratio of electrons to all tracks that passed the307

quality and electron identification cuts. The width of the308

momentum bins is determined by the available statistics.309

At low p we use narrow bins (widths of 50 or 100 MeV/c)310

and at higher momentum (p > 3 GeV/c for 200 GeV and311

p > 2 GeV/c for lower energies) we adopted bin widths of312

1 or 2 GeV/c. The relativistic rise of pion dE/dx within a313

wide momentum bin could lead to a non-Gaussian shape314

of the pion nσelectron distribution. To quantify how much315

this affects our measurement, we compared the purity in316

the momentum range of 3 < p < 6 GeV/c obtained with317

very narrow bins (50 MeV/c) with that using a wide bin318

of 3 < p < 6 GeV/c. As the results from these two319

choices of binning are consistent, the binning does not320

have a significant effect on the purity. The purity as a321

function of pT is finally calculated using a correlation322

between the inclusive electron pT and momentum, the323

uncertainty on which is included in the systematic un-324

certainty evaluation. Figure 2 (a) shows the purity as325

a function of pT . The results have similar shapes for all326

data sets. The overall purity is 90% or better and hadron327

contamination is only significant for pT ∼ 0.5−0.6 GeV/c328

and pT ∼ 0.8− 1.1 GeV/c due to the overlap of the kaon329

and the proton dE/dx bands. To minimize systematic330

uncertainty due to hadron contamination, we removed331

the pT bins of 0.5− 0.6 GeV/c and 0.7− 1.2 GeV/c from332

the analysis.333

The primary source of physical background for this334

analysis are so-called photonic electrons. These electrons335

originate from real photon conversion in the detector ma-336

terial or from Dalitz decay of light mesons (mostly π0 and337

η). The material thickness relevant for the photon con-338

version background in STAR in 2010 amounts to 1.05%339

of a radiation length. It comes mostly from the beam340

pipe (0.29%), the inner field cage (0.45%) and a wrap341

around the beam pipe (0.17%) [40]. We identify pho-342

tonic electrons using a statistical approach, as a signal in343

the low mass region of the di-electron me+e− mass spec-344
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Collision energy
√
sNN Data sample [million events]

200 GeV (minimum bias trigger) 142
200 GeV (high tower trigger) 41
62.4 GeV (minimum bias trigger) 39
39 GeV (minimum bias trigger) 87

TABLE I. Au+Au data samples used for the analysis. The numbers represent 0− 60% most central events.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Examples of nσe distribution with fits for different hadronic components for minimum bias Au+Au
collisions at

√
sNN = 62.4 GeV at low (a) and high momenta (b).

trum (mass me+e− < 0.15 GeV/c
2
) [40]. Each primary345

photonic electron candidate is paired with an opposite-346

sign electron (so-called partner) in an event. We estimate347

the combinatorial background in this procedure with the348

like-sign technique, by taking all possible e+e+ and e−e−349

pairs in an event and adding these two distributions to-350

gether. Figure 3 shows examples of me+e− distributions351

for minimum-bias Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 39, 62.4352

and 200 GeV. The photonic electron yield is calculated353

by Npho = (NUL −NLS)/εpho, where NUL and NLS are354

the numbers of unlike-sign and like-sign electron pairs re-355

spectively, and εpho is the partner finding efficiency (also356

called the photonic electron tagging efficiency). This357

method assumes that there is no contribution from cor-358

related hadron pairs at the low invariant mass range. It359

has been demonstrated [44] that the effect of correlated360

hadron pairs on the photonic electron yield calculations361

is negligible with the invariant mass cut and purity level362

in our measurement. The εpho was determined from full363

GEANT simulations of the STAR detector, which include364

π0 and η Dalitz decays and γ conversions in the detector365

material. We use the measured pion (π± and π0) and di-366

rect photon pT spectra as an input in these simulations.367

Figure 2 (b) shows εpho as a function of pT ; it varies from368

15% at 0.5 GeV/c to 60% at 7 GeV/c.369

The “raw” number of electrons from heavy-flavor de-370

cays, NeHF, is given by NeHF = pNI −Npho, where NI is371

the inclusive electron candidate yield and p is the purity.372

Besides photonic electrons, other sources of background373

in this analysis are weak kaon decay (K± → e±νπ0 and374

K0
L → e±νπ∓), called Ke3, Drell-Yan, quarkonia and375

other vector mesons [40]. Ke3 is the largest source of376

that secondary background at low pT (pT < 1 GeV/c),377

and we subtract it from our electron sample, as described378

later in this section. The contribution from J/ψ → e+e−379

decays is less than 1% at pT < 2 GeV/c and increases380

with pT to 20% at pT ≈ 7 GeV/c. This contribution381

is expected to be approximately energy independent be-382

cause D → e and J/ψ → e+e− yields depend on the total383

cross section for charm production in a similar way. The384

Drell-Yan production and Υ decays play a negligible role385

with a less than 1% effect.386

The vector meson (ω → e+e−, π0e+e−, η′ →387

γe+e−, φ→ e+e−, ρ→ e+e−) contribution changes with388

the energy since the charm cross section decreases faster389

with decreasing
√
s than the production of light mesons.390

We calculate that ω, η′, φ, ρ feed-down contributes 5-10%391

of eHF in minimum bias Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN =392

200 GeV, approximately independent of pT . At lower393

energies, the vector meson contribution is estimated to394
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be ∼ 5% at pT < 0.5 GeV/c, increasing to ∼ 15% at 62.4395

GeV/c and ∼ 20% at 39 GeV for 0.5 < pT < 2 GeV/c.396
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Electron purity (a) and photonic elec-
tron tagging efficiency (b). The bands show the combined
systematic and statistical uncertainties. Centrality classes are
indicated in the plot.

Figure 4 shows the ratio of the eHF electron signal397

(with Ke3 background subtracted) to the photonic elec-398

tron background for Au+Au collisions at 200, 62.4 and399

39 GeV. At 200 GeV, this ratio varies from 0.3 at low pT400

to 1.4 at pT above 5 GeV/c. Overall, this ratio is lower at401

62.4 and 39 GeV compared to 200 GeV because the cross-402

section for heavy quark production decreases faster with403

decreasing colliding energy than does the cross-section404

for the photonic electron background.405

Elliptic flow is defined as the second harmonic (v2)406

in the Fourier expansion of the particle azimuthal407

anisotropic distribution with respect to the reaction408

plane, ΨRP [45]:409

d2N

dpT dφ
∝ 1 +

∞∑
n=1

2vn(pT ) cos(n(φ−ΨRP)) , (1)

where φ and pT represent the azimuthal angle and the410

transverse momentum of the particle, respectively. The411

reaction plane is defined with the impact parameter and412
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Electron pair invariant mass dis-
tribution for electrons with 1.2 < pT < 2 GeV/c for the
0 − 60% most central Au+Au collisions at

√
sNN = 39 GeV

(a),
√
sNN = 62.4 GeV (b) and

√
sNN = 200 GeV (c).

the beam momenta. In practice, the estimated reaction413

plane is called the event plane.414

To determine the elliptic flow of electrons from heavy-415

flavor hadron decays, veHF
2 , we first measure the inclusive416

electron vI2 , the photonic electron vpho
2 and the hadron417

azimuthal anisotropy vH2 and their yields. Then the veHF
2418
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is given by419

veHF
2 =

NIv
I
2 −Nphov

pho
2 −NHv

H
2

NeHF
(2)

where NH = (1 − p)NI is the hadron contamination.420

vH2 is calculated as the sum of v2 for different particle421

species [46–48] weighted by their yields in the inclusive422

electron sample. These yields are estimated based on423

the purity studies. The elliptic flow of these components424

(inclusive and photonic electrons and hadrons) can be425

measured using any method (for instance v2{2}, v2{4}426

or v2{EP}).427

In the v2{2} and v2{4} analyses, we obtain vI2 and vH2428

directly from the data. The inclusive electron v2{2} and429

v2{4} are calculated using the direct cumulant method430

[49]: for v2{2} we correlate an electron with a sin-431

gle hadron, while one electron is correlated with three432

hadrons for v2{4}. To optimize the procedure, v2{2}433

and v2{4} of the eHF are calculated with respect to the434

so-called reference flow [49]. The reference flow is v2 av-435

eraged over some phase space that serves as a reference436

for pT -differential studies of particles of interest (eHF in437

this case). We calculate the reference flow using tracks438

with 0.2 < pT < 2 GeV/c within |η| < 1, excluding439

tracks with |nσelectron| < 3 to avoid self-correlations. The440

results are corrected for non-uniform azimuthal detec-441

tor acceptance by applying the procedure described in442

Ref. [49]. vpho
2 is given by GEANT simulations of elec-443

trons from γ conversions and π0 and η Dalitz decays,444

where the measured parent v2(pT ) and pT spectra are445

required as an input. Direct photon v2 values and pT446

spectra at 200 GeV are taken from Refs. [50–52]. For447

Au+Au collisions at 62.4 and 39 GeV, there are no pub-448

lished direct photon data available; therefore, we use re-449

sults for p + p and assume binary scaling of the direct450

photon yield. We use NLO pQCD calculations for p+ p451

at 62.4 GeV [53, 54] and E706 data for 39 GeV [55].452

We use the v2(pT ) (v2{2} and v2{EP}) and pT spec-453

tra for neutral and charged pions measured by STAR454

and PHENIX as input for the simulation [42, 46, 56–59].455

The input distributions are parametrized in the simula-456

tion: pion spectra are fitted with a power law function457

f(pT ) = A(e−BpT−Cp2
T + pT /D)−n, where A, B, C, D458

and n are fit parameters and we assume mT scaling for459

η. For the direct gamma spectrum, we employ a power460

law plus exponential fit. The v2 data are parametrized461

with a 4th order polynomial.462

In the event-plane analysis, we reconstruct an event-463

plane using tracks with 0.15 < pT < 1.5 GeV/c and464

|η| < 1 in order to reduce the effect of jets on the event465

plane estimation. We exclude tracks with |nσelectron| < 3466

to avoid possible self-correlations between the particle467

of interest (the electron) and tracks used in the event468

plane reconstruction. The results are corrected for non-469

uniform detector acceptance using φ weighting and event-470

by-event shifting of the planes, which is needed to make471

the final distribution of the event planes isotropic [33].472

We obtain veHF
2 {EP} directly from the data: we mea-473

sure the eHF production differentially at all azimuthal474

angles with respect to the event plane and fit the distribu-475

tion with dN/d∆φ = A× [1+2vobserved
2 cos(2∆φ)], where476

∆φ ≡ φ−ΨEP is the electron azimuthal angle φ measured477

with respect to the event plane ΨEP, reconstructed event478

by event. The final veHF
2 {EP} is calculated by correct-479

ing vobserved
2 with the so-called event plane resolution R:480

veHF
2 {EP} = vobserved

2 /R. The event plane resolution is481

estimated from the correlation of the planes of indepen-482

dent sub-events [33] and it is on the level of 0.7 for 0-60%483

central events.484
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Signal-to-background ratio for elec-
trons from heavy-flavor hadron decays in Au+Au collisions
at
√
sNN = 200, 62.4 and 39 GeV in events with minimum-

bias (“Min-Bias”) and high tower (“High-Tower”) triggers.
The error bars represent the statistical uncertainty, and the
brackets represent the systematic uncertainties. See text for
details.

The Ke3 contribution is estimated using a full GEANT485

simulation of the STAR detector for both K0
L and486

charged kaons. We use the K0
S pT spectra measured by487

STAR [60–62] as an input in these simulations. The effi-488

ciency for Ke3 reconstruction is very low at low pT due to489

a DCA cut applied in the analysis: 2% at pT = 0.5 GeV/c490

and 5% at pT = 1 GeV/c. We compared the Ke3 back-491

ground to the expected heavy-flavor decay electron yield492

taking into account the single electron reconstruction ef-493

ficiency and acceptance. In the case of Au+Au colli-494

sions at 200 GeV, we use the eHF spectra measured by495

PHENIX [20] as an input. For Au+Au collisions at 39496

and 62.4 GeV, the eHF pT spectrum for low pT is not497

available and we use a perturbative QCD prediction for498

eHF production [63] scaled by the number of binary col-499

lisions. The eHF measurements in p + p at
√
sNN = 200500

GeV are consistent with the upper limit of the pQCD501

calculation; therefore, we use the upper limit on the pre-502

dictions as an estimate of eHF yield at lower energies.503

The Ke3 electron background is small at 200 GeV and504

it decreases with increasing pT : we estimate it to be 8%505

for pT < 1 GeV/c and less than 2% for pT > 3 GeV/c.506
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√
sNN = 200, 62.4 and 39 GeV. The error bars on

the inclusive electron v2 represent the statistical uncertainty. See text for details.

However, the heavy quark production cross-section de-507

creases faster with decreasing energy than does the cross508

section for strangeness production. Thus the relative509

Ke3 electron background is larger at 39 and 62.4 GeV510

than at the top RHIC energy: it amounts to ≈ 30% for511

pT < 0.5 GeV/c and ≈ 10% for 0.5 < pT < 3 GeV/c512

at 62.4 GeV. It is even higher at 39 GeV: ≈ 50% for513

pT < 0.5 GeV/c and ≈ 20% for 0.5 < pT < 3 GeV/c.514

We calculate the Ke3 v2 using a GEANT simulation of515

the STAR detector taking as input the kaon pT spec-516

trum [60–62] and v2 [64, 65] measured by STAR. The517

expected Ke3 pT spectrum and v2 are then subtracted518

from the measured electron yield and v2.519

There are three dominant sources of systematic uncer-520

tainties in this analysis: the photonic electron tagging521

efficiency, the purity and the input parameters to the522

photonic electron v2 simulation. We estimated the sys-523

tematic uncertainty on εpho by varying the contribution524

of direct photons to the photonic electron yield (we con-525

sider two cases: a negligible direct photon yield or a con-526

tribution two times larger than the default), by compar-527

ing the partner finding efficiency in the simulations and528

the data and by varying the input pion spectra within529

their statistical and systematic uncertainties. The uncer-530

tainties on the input spectra are studied with a Monte531

Carlo approach. We randomly shift the data points by532

their combined uncertainties (statistical and systematic)533

assuming these uncertainties have Gaussian distributions534

and that pT -bin to pT -bin correlations between system-535

atic uncertainties are insignificant. Then we re-fit the536

input spectra and we use the fit results as an input in537

the εpho calculation. Such a procedure is repeated many538

times to obtain the εpho distribution for a given pT bin.539

The standard deviation of this distribution for a given pT540

is taken as an estimated of systematic uncertainty owing541

to the precision of input spectra. The partner tagging ef-542

ficiency is estimated using data in the following way. We543

assume that efficiencies for different cuts for a partner544

(number of TPC points on the track, distance of clos-545

est approach between photonic electron candidate and a546

partner, ratio of number of points to the maximum pos-547

sible) are independent of each other. The efficiency for a548

given cut is calculated as a ratio of the number of part-549

ner tracks that passed a given cut to the number without550

that condition. Then the photonic electron tagging effi-551

ciency is a product of the efficiencies of the different cuts.552

This approach does not rely on the details of the simula-553

tions of photonic electron sources or the STAR detector,554

but it neglects possible correlations between efficiencies.555

The relative uncertainty owing to the difference of εpho556

in the simulation vs data is less than 6% and we assign557

6% as a conservative estimate of this uncertainty. We558

found that the direct photon contribution and the differ-559

ence in the value of εpho obtained from simulations and560

real data dominate the systematic uncertainty. The over-561

all systematic uncertainty on εpho is ±7% at 200 GeV,562

±8% at 62.4 GeV and ±10% at 39 GeV. The systematic563

uncertainty on the purity is estimated by varying the con-564

straints in a multi-Gaussian fit and by changing the fit565

model for kaons and protons: we used nσelectron distri-566

butions obtained directly from the data using ToF with567

strict mass cuts instead of Gaussian functions. These568

uncertainties vary strongly with pT ; Fig. 2(a) shows the569

purity with the combined systematic and statistical un-570

certainties. The uncertainty on the photonic electron v2571

and the Ke3 v2 is evaluated by varying the input pT and572

v2 spectra within their statistical and systematic uncer-573

tainties (employing the same Monte Carlo approach as574

used for εpho) and varying the relative contributions of575

the simulation components for the photonic electron v2.576

The overall uncertainty on the photonic electron v2 is577

6% for pT < 5 GeV/c. However, at high pT in Au+Au578

collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV it increases with pT to579

20% at pT = 7 GeV/c. The uncertainty on the Ke3 v2 is580

15−20%. We estimate the systematic uncertainty on the581

Ke3/eHF ratio by varying the input eHF distribution. At582

200 GeV, we vary the input spectra within statistical and583

systematic uncertainties; at 39 and 62.4 GeV, we use the584
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central value of pQCD predictions as an estimate of the585

lower limit on the eHF production. Table II summarizes586

the uncertainties of various elements of the measurement.587

III. RESULTS588
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FIG. 6. (Color online)(a) Elliptic flow v2 of electrons from
heavy-flavor hadron decays at

√
sNN = 200 GeV compared

to PHENIX measurements [20]. (b) eHF v2{2} at 200 and
62.4 and 39 GeV. The error bars represent the statistical
uncertainty, and the brackets represent the systematic un-
certainties. Non-flow in (a) was estimated based on eHF-
hadron correlations [66] for pT > 2.5 GeV/c and PYTHIA
for pT < 2.5 GeV/c. The band includes the combined sys-
tematic and statistical uncertainties. The curves in (b) show
TMatrix model calculations for

√
sNN = 62.4 GeV [67] and

200 GeV [68].

Figure 5 shows the inclusive and photonic electron589

v2{2} and v2{4} for the 0-60% most central Au+Au col-590

lisions at 200, 62.4 and 39 GeV. The photonic electron591

v2 is larger than the inclusive electron v2 at low and in-592

termediate pT (pT < 4 GeV/c), which indicates that the593

eHF v2 has to be smaller than vI2 . Figure 6 shows the594

eHF elliptic flow v2 at
√
sNN = 200 GeV (a), and 62.4595

and 39 GeV (b). We observe positive v2{2} and v2{4}596
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FIG. 7. (Color online) The eHF elliptic flow v2{2} and v2{4}
at
√
sNN = 200 GeV (min-bias) from Fig. 6(a) compared to

model calculations.

for pT > 0.5 GeV/c at 200 GeV. At high pT , the v2{2}597

and v2{EP} results are consistent with each other, as ex-598

pected. There is a hint of an increase of v2 with pT for599

pT > 4 GeV/c, which is probably an effect of jet-like cor-600

relations. We estimate the strength of these correlations601

for pT > 2.5 GeV/c using eHF–hadron correlations in602

p+ p at
√
s = 200 GeV [66]; the non-flow correlations in603

p+p are scaled by the hadron multiplicity in Au+Au col-604

lisions, similarly to Ref. [69]. If we assume that the non-605

flow correlations in p+ p are similar to those in Au+Au606

collisions, then the non-flow in Au+Au reactions can be607

estimated by608

vnon−flow
2 =

〈〈2′〉〉pp

v2{2}Ref

〈Npp
h 〉

〈NAA
h 〉

, (3)

where 〈〈2′〉〉pp is the average two-particle correlation of609

eHF and hadrons in p + p, 〈Npp
h 〉 and 〈NAA

h 〉 are the610

average number of hadrons in p+p and Au+Au collisions,611

respectively, and v2{2}Ref is the reference v2 in Au+Au612

collisions. The jet-like correlation may be considerably613

modified in the QGP, therefore this procedure likely gives614

a conservative estimate of the non-flow.615

We found that PYTHIA simulations, with the trigger616

and single track reconstruction efficiencies included, re-617

produce well the vnon−flow
2 obtained with p + p data at618

200 GeV. Thus we use PYTHIA to estimate the vnon−flow
2619

for pT < 2.5 GeV/c. The black solid line in Fig. 6 (a)620

shows the jet-like correlations expected in Au+Au col-621

lisions, with the gray band representing the statistical622

uncertainties combined with the systematic uncertain-623

ties due to electron identification and photonic electron624

rejection [66]. Those correlations can explain the rise of625

v2{2} and v2{EP} with pT ; more than 60% of the v2 sig-626

nal at high pT could be explained by the central value of627

non-flow (black solid line in Fig. 6 (a)). This indicates628

that “conventional” jet correlations (i.e. correlations un-629

related to the reaction plane) are likely to dominate v2630
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Uncertainties on various elements of the analysis Relative uncertainty√
sNN = 200 GeV

√
sNN = 62.4 GeV

√
sNN = 39 GeV

Purity 1− 65% 1− 44% 1− 19%
εpho 7% 8% 10%

– Direct photon yield 0.5− 6% 0.5− 4% 0.5− 6%
– Partner finding efficiency in the simulation vs data 6% 6% 6%
– Input π0 and η pT spectrum < 1% < 1% < 1%
– Statistical uncertainty 2% 4% 5%

Photonic electron v2 6− 20% 6% 6%
Ke3 contribution to eHF 1− 3% 1− 3% 1− 5%
Ke3 electron v2 15− 20% 15− 20% 20%

TABLE II. Main sources of systematic uncertainties of the various elements of the analysis. Most of the uncertainties are pT
dependent.

for pT > 4 GeV/c. We did not estimate the jet-like631

correlation at 39 and 62.4 GeV because the eHF–hadron632

correlation data are not available at those energies.633

STAR data are compared to PHENIX measurements634

for |η| < 0.35 in Fig. 6(a). PHENIX used beam-635

beam counters (BBCs) with a pseudorapidity coverage636

of 3.0 < |η| < 3.9 to measure the event plane. A large637

pseudorapidity gap between the BBCs and the detec-638

tor used for electron identification is expected to reduce639

the effect of jet-like correlations and resonance decays640

on the v2 measurement. PHENIX data are consistent641

with STAR results in the pT range where they overlap642

(pT ≤ 4 GeV/c). The ALICE collaboration also mea-643

sured the heavy-flavor decay electron v2 in Pb+Pb col-644

lisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV [29] using an event plane645

method and the observed elliptic flow at low and inter-646

mediate pT (pT < 5 GeV/c) is similar to that at RHIC.647

At higher pT , the v2 in Pb+Pb collisions decreases with648

increasing transverse momenta, contrary to our results.649

The ALICE collaboration uses an event plane method650

with a rapidity gap of |∆η| > 0.9 which reduces non-651

flow correlations. Thus, the high-pT trend observed by652

STAR suggests a contribution of jet-like correlations to653

the measured v2.654

At 39 and 62.4 GeV, v2{2} is consistent with zero up655

to pT = 1.6 GeV/c (see Fig. 6(b)). We further check if656

the v2 values observed for the two lower energies deviate657

significantly from the trend seen at the top RHIC energy.658

We quantify the difference using the χ2 test to verify the659

null hypothesis that the v2{2} at 200 GeV is consistent660

with those at 62.4 and 39 GeV for pT < 1 GeV/c. We661

define the test-statistic as662

χ2 =
∑

pT<1 GeV/c

(
v200 GeV

2 − vlower
2

)2
σ2

200 GeV + σ2
lower

(4)

where vlower
2 and σlower denote v2 and σ for lower en-663

ergies, σ =
√
σ2

stat. + σ2
syst., the number of degrees of664

freedom, NDF, is 2, and we assumed that these two sam-665

ples are independent of one another and the uncertain-666

ties have normal distributions. The χ2/NDF value for667

a consistency between 200 GeV and 62.4 GeV is 6.3/2668

which corresponds to a probability p = 0.043 of ob-669

serving a χ2 that exceeds the current measured χ2 by670

chance. For the comparison between 200 and 39 GeV,671

χ2/NDF = 3.82/2 which corresponds to p = 0.148.672

PHENIX reported that the measured v2 of heavy flavor673

decay electrons in Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 62.4 GeV674

is positive when averaged across pT between 1.3 and 2.5675

GeV/c [70]. However, the PHENIX v2 result is less than676

1.5σ away from zero when systematic and statistical un-677

certainties are taken into account (Fig. 23 in Ref. [70]).678

PHENIX v2{EP} measurements in Au+Au collisions at679 √
sNN = 62.4 GeV agree with STAR results in the over-680

lapping pT range within sizable uncertainties.681

Contrary to the results for light hadrons, for which682

a positive v2 is observed and the difference between683 √
sNN = 200 GeV and 39 GeV is small, our measure-684

ments in Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 62.4 GeV and 39685

GeV indicate that the v2 of electrons from heavy flavor686

hadrons decays is consistent with zero. Moreover, the v2687

for eHF at both
√
sNN = 39 and 62.4 GeV is systemati-688

cally lower than at
√
sNN = 200 GeV for pT < 1 GeV/c.689

The observed v2 for eHF is modified with respect to690

the parent quark v2 due to the decay kinematics of the691

parent heavy hadron. This effect is shown in Fig. 7 by692

the predictions for heavy quark elliptic flow and the re-693

sulting electron v2 from the partonic transport model694

BAMPS [71, 72]. The eHF production at low transverse695

momenta is dominated by charm hadron decays [66].696

Although the PYHTIA simulation shows that the cor-697

relation between an azimuthal angle of eHF and the par-698

ent D-meson decreases with decreasing pT due to the D-699

meson decay kinematics, there is still a correlation even700

at pT ∼ 0.2 GeV/c. Therefore, the observed difference of701

v2 values may indicate that charm quarks interact less702

strongly with the surrounding nuclear matter at these703

two lower energies compared to
√
sNN = 200 GeV. How-704

ever, more data are required to draw definitive conclu-705

sions.706

As discussed before, the eHF v2 is modified with re-707

spect to the parent quark v2. Also, the eHF pT spec-708

trum is shifted towards lower pT compared to the par-709

ent hadron spectra, which makes the interpretation of710

the eHF data model-dependent. Figure 7 shows the eHF711
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v2{2} and v2{4} at 200 GeV compared to a few models712

of heavy quark interactions with the partonic medium,713

which are described below. Note that all models here714

calculate the elliptic flow of eHF and heavy quarks with715

respect to the reaction plane. The flow fluctuations and716

non-flow are not included there, therefore the predicted717

v2 values should be between v2{2} and v2{4}. Unfortu-718

nately, limited statistics do not allow us to quantify this719

difference in the data – the measured v2{4} is consistent720

with v2{2} within uncertainties.721

In a partonic transport model, BAMPS [71, 72] (blue722

dash-dotted line in Fig. 7), heavy quarks lose energy by723

collisional energy loss with the rest of the medium. To ac-724

count for radiative energy loss, which is not implemented725

in this model, the heavy quark scattering cross-section is726

scaled up by a phenomenological factor, K = 3.5. In727

BAMPS, the hadronization is implemented as fragmen-728

tation into D and B mesons using the Peterson func-729

tion. Thus the observed positive v2 of eHF comes only730

from the elliptic flow of charm quarks. Indeed, heavy731

quarks have a large elliptic flow in this model (dotted732

line). Note that the Peterson fragmentation is not an733

appropriate description of hadronization at low pT and734

other, more sophisticated mechanisms (for instance, co-735

alescence) should be implemented. Overall, BAMPS de-736

scribes the v2{2} data well, but it slightly underestimates737

the nuclear modification factor RAA for heavy-flavor de-738

cay electrons, reported by PHENIX, at intermediate pT739

(1.5 < pT < 4 GeV/c) [72]. It has been shown in Ref. [73]740

that initial-state parton-kT broadening (also called the741

Cronin effect) increases the predicted RAA in a pT range742

of 1 - 3 GeV/c and improves the agreement with the data.743

However, it has almost no effect at high pT and thus it744

is not important for the energy loss studies.745

The dash-dotted green line in Fig. 7 shows the imple-746

mentation of radiative and collisional energy loss from747

Gossiaux et al. [73–75]. It is a QCD-inspired model748

with the pQCD description of heavy quark quenching749

and additional non-perturbative corrections, with the750

hadronization implemented as coalescence at low pT and751

pure fragmentation for high momentum quarks. In this752

model, there is little contribution from the light quark753

to the heavy meson v2 and almost all the D or B meson754

elliptic flow comes from the charm and bottom v2. This755

model describes the eHF nuclear modification factor at756

RHIC well. It underpredicts the v2{2} at intermediate757

pT , but there is a reasonable agreement with the v2{4}758

data. Nevertheless, it predicts a positive eHF v2, which759

indicates a positive charm quark v2.760

The TMatrix interactions model [68, 76] is a non-761

perturbative approach to heavy quark energy loss. In this762

framework, the heavy quark interaction with the medium763

is simulated with relativistic Fokker-Planck-Langevin dy-764

namics for elastic scattering in a strongly coupled QGP765

(modeled by relativistic hydrodynamics). The model as-766

sumes strong coupling between heavy quarks and the767

bulk medium; hadronization is implemented by combin-768

ing recombination and fragmentation. In this model,769

heavy quark resonances are formed in the medium at770

temperatures up to 1.5 times the critical temperature771

Tc, and scatter off the light quarks in the QGP. The reso-772

nant rescattering increases the relaxation rates for charm773

quarks compared to pQCD scattering of quarks and glu-774

ons. This approach also successfully describes the nuclear775

modification factor and there is a good agreement with776

the v2{4} data, although it misses the v2{2} data points777

at intermediate pT (solid black line). The model predicts778

a moderate difference between v2 in Au+Au collisions at779 √
sNN = 200 and 62.4 GeV at low pT and the calculation780

for v2 at
√
sNN = 62.4 GeV[67] in Fig. 6(b) is consistent781

with our data.782

Note that v2 should be sensitive to the heavy quark783

hadronization mechanism. M. He et al. [68] and P.B. Gos-784

siaux et al. [73–75] use a coalescence approach in the785

shown pT range, while in the BAMPS model heavy786

quarks fragment into mesons. In general, coalescence is787

expected to give a larger v2 of the mesons due to the con-788

tribution of the light quark flow. However, it is shown789

in [20, 77] that elliptic flow of light quarks alone cannot790

account for the observed eHF v2. The data are approxi-791

mately reproduced if in the model [77] charm quarks have792

an elliptic flow similar to that of light quarks.793

The theoretical models discussed here, despite the dif-794

ferent mechanisms employed, assume that charm quarks795

are strongly coupled with the medium and have a posi-796

tive elliptic flow. All these models qualitatively follow the797

trend of the data. To further discriminate between mod-798

els, a simultaneous comparison with other experimen-799

tal observables (nuclear modification factor, azimuthal800

correlations) as a function of beam energy is required.801

Moreover, precision measurements of these quantities for802

charmed and bottom hadrons separately are necessary803

to further constrain the models and to advance our un-804

derstanding of the partonic medium properties. Two new805

STAR detectors, the Heavy Flavor Tracker and the Muon806

Telescope Detector [78], will deliver such data in the next807

few years.808

IV. SUMMARY809

We measured the azimuthal anisotropy v2 of heavy fla-810

vor decay electrons over a broad range of energy, starting811

from the point where the quark gluon plasma state is ob-812

served. We report the first measurement of azimuthal813

anisotropy of electrons from heavy-flavor hadron decays814

using 2- and 4-particle correlations at
√
sNN = 200 GeV,815

and v2{2} at 62.4 and 39 GeV. eHF v2{2} and v2{4} are816

non-zero at low and intermediate pT at 200 GeV; more817

data are needed to quantify the effect of fluctuations and818

non-flow on the measured elliptic flow. At lower energies,819

the measured value of v2{2} is consistent with zero and820

systematically smaller than those at
√
sNN = 200 GeV for821

pT < 1 GeV/c, although more data are required before822

one can draw definite conclusions. The difference be-823

tween eHF v2 observed at
√
sNN = 62.4 GeV and 39 GeV824
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at low traverse momenta and that at
√
sNN = 200 GeV825

may suggest that charm quarks interact less strongly with826

the surrounding nuclear matter at these two lower ener-827

gies compared to
√
sNN = 200 GeV. However, additional828

high-precision measurements in a broader pT range are829

required to validate this hypothesis.830
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